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EDITION 1

Director's CORNER

What a time to be a bookkeeper……

The sun is shining, the birds are singing and from what you have told me in the most recent survey into the Bookkeeping Industry, the
positivity metre is pretty high on the prospects and outlook as an industry.
So let’s start with the positives and where you see the industry progressing.
It was very evident that bookkeepers have cleared the technology hurdle that was cloud computing and associated apps, and are now
further down the running track.
The impacts of this have reflected positively in the following areas:
•

More and more bookkeepers are indicating their comfort levels with multiple software platforms and the understanding of
associated add-ons are on the rise;

•

There is growth in overall client numbers for bookkeepers indicating that whilst time efficiencies have been gained through the use
of cloud software, bookkeepers are now actively seeking growth in client numbers to maintain revenue levels;

•

In addition to growth in client numbers, bookkeepers are also reviewing their service offerings and offering an increased number of
services to existing clients to also maintain revenue levels;

•

Bookkeepers are upskilling in a variety of areas, but particularly focusing on management reporting and cash flow reporting; and

•

There is increased activity associated with employing an additional staff member to help grow the bookkeeping business.

The industry and individual businesses however are not without their challenges, and there are a number of issues weighing on
bookkeepers including:
•

Seeking improvements to the records collection process from
clients;

•

Managing their workload and mental health during peak periods;

•

Identifying the best areas to source new clients; and

•

Maintaining relevant CPE to further educate and upskill in the
appropriate areas.

This year’s survey looked into some additional areas around the
bookkeeper/accountant relationship as well as practice management
awareness and actually running a great bookkeeping business.
I can’t give away all the secrets from the survey, but a sneak peek
suggests overall, the bookkeeper/accountant relationship is healthy. On the
matter of practice management however, the survey identified there is a bit
of work to do when it comes to a proper understanding and awareness of
what a good practice management system can do for your business, no
matter what the size.
Thank you to all the bookkeepers who once again took the time to give
back to your industry by responding to the survey. Your complimentary
copy should be in your inbox. Please get in touch if you haven’t received it.
Enjoy the read. Kelvin.
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WHAT HAVE YOU
DONE FOR ME

Lately?

ABN NEVER STOPS WORKING FOR ITS MEMBERS!
Industry News and Views

This episode took a deep dive into the issues around onboarding
clients, including:
•

Why you need an Engagement Letter

•

The TPBs position on Engagement Letters

•

What is “best practice” for the contents of an Engagement
Letter

•

How to efficiently onboard a client into your business

•
•

Coffee Clubs are a community where bookkeepers can connect
in what can be an otherwise isolating industry. Meet other likeminded people, share your knowledge, learn from others, and
keep up to date with industry developments. You are only a
Coffee Club meeting away from building your own professional
network of friends and creating long-lasting relationships with your
industry peers. To find out when the next Coffee Club is being
held near you, subscribe to our Notification List.

Bookkeeping Industry Report

We trust those who participated are enjoying the findings of ABN’s
2019 Bookkeeping Industry Survey released earlier this month.
The survey identifies the state of the industry and any trends by
looking at:
•

The type of business operations, experience and
operating issues impacting bookkeepers

•

The big challenges being experienced by bookkeepers
at the coal face

How to systemise your onboarding process

•

Why saying “No” to a prospective client might actually be
the best approach

Service areas and trends as data entry gives way to a
variety of other service offerings

•

Staffing levels and client growth/decline as a result of
technology changes

•

CPE requirements necessary to keep up to date

•

Practice management issues to ensure the most efficient
and productive resources are being made available and
being utilised by bookkeepers in practice.

Hosted twice every month by our very own DJs, Peter Thorp
and Kelvin Deer! ABN’s Bookkeeper Radio offers a unique and
insightful look at your industry. For each broadcast, see and hear
your hosts interview a prominent industry figure asking the tough
questions and getting the answers you need! It's a fun, free and
interactive way to keep up with industry news and views. Listen
to a sample, here.

Technical Knowledge

In January, we sent you the latest edition of Getting Technical
Although ABN already provides a wealth of in-depth technical
material for members, we appreciate that from time to time very
specific technical issues arise that you may need guidance on.
Getting Technical fills that space. This latest edition explored
extension of the redundancy payment tax concessions to over
65s.
Delivering you the best technical resources, that’s your ABN.

Networking

Our Coffee Clubs continue to power on throughout the country.
our wonderful Network Leaders have been in their local area
hosting dozens of clubs so far this year!
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Later in the year, we will release the second part of our analysis of
the industry, in the form of our Bookkeeping Business Benchmark
Report which will focus on the financial metrics of the industry. If
you would like to participate and in doing so receive a free copy
of the final report, keep an eye out for an email from us requesting
your participation.

Disaster Relief

Feel free to pass on our recently-updated Disaster Relief edition
of our Bookkeepers Knowledge Base publication to those clients
impacted by the bushfires and floods of 2020. This Disaster
Recovery Kit will help businesses get back on their feet in the
event that they are impacted by a natural disaster. It includes a
step-by-step plan for recovery, links to financial assistance that
may be available, as well as insurance-related information.

By
Tracey Angwin

EMPLOYERS GET READY FOR
Modern Award Changes in 2020
Following a decision of the Full Bench, the Fair Work Commission has finalised arrangements for new annualised salary clauses to be inserted
into a number of modern awards with effect from 1 March 2020. These changes introduce important new practices for HR and payroll aimed
at reducing “wage theft” and non-compliance with awards.
What do employers need to do?
Review employment contracts and update HR and payroll practices to comply with the new obligations to audit annual salaries, record hours
of work and backpay any shortfall when annual salaries are audited against modern award entitlements.
Modern awards impose new annual wage obligations
Employers with employees covered by the modern awards listed in the industries/occupations below are highly likely to require amendments
to employment contracts and adjustment to payroll and HR practices, in preparation for annual salary changes to be introduced on 1 March
2020:
•

Banking, Finance and Insurance Award 2010

•

Broadcasting and Recorded Entertainment Award 2010

•

Clerks – Private Sector Award 2010

•

Contract Call Centres Award 2010

•

Health Professionals Award 2010

•

Hydrocarbons Industry (Upstream) Award 2010

•

Horticulture Award

•

Hospitality Industry (General) Award 2010

•

Legal Services Award 2010

•

Local Government Industry Award 2010

•

Marine Towage Award 2010

•

Manufacturing and Associated Industries and Occupations Award 2010

•

Mining Industry Award 2010

•

Oil Refining and Manufacturing Award 2010

•

Pastoral Award 2010

•

Pharmacy Industry Award 2010

•

Rail Industry Award 2010

•

Restaurant Industry Award 2010

•

Salt Industry Award 2010

•

Telecommunications Services Award 2010

•

Water Industry Award 2010

•

Wool Storage, Sampling and Testing Award 2010
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EMPLOYERS GET READY FOR MODERN AWARD CHANGES IN 2020 CONT...

Almost all employers employ clerical and administrative employees. Therefore, given that the Clerks – Private Sector Award 2010 is one of
the awards affected, many employers may need to seek legal advice to ensure award compliance.
What are the changes?
Depending on which modern award(s) apply to your workforce, the model clauses will impose a number of detailed mandatory requirements
on employers who pay employees an annual wage in satisfaction of specific modern award entitlements. For example, a requirement to
advise employees in writing of:
•

which provisions of the modern award that apply to them will be satisfied by payment of an annualised wage

•

the mathematical method by which the annualised wage has been calculated, including specification of each separate component
of the annualised wage and any overtime or penalty assumptions used in the calculation

•

the outer limit number of ordinary hours which would attract the payment of a penalty rate under the award and the outer limit
number of overtime hours which the employee may be required to work in a pay period or roster cycle without being entitled to an
amount in excess of the annualised wage under the award

•

any excess hours of work that will not be covered by the annualised wage for which separate payments under the award would
apply.

Employers are required by the new clauses to implement payroll and HR practices to ensure employees are at all times adequately
compensated by the annual wage, including:
•

Annual calculations of what the employee would have been paid under the award compared with the annualised wage actually paid,
and perform reconciliations and back-pay any shortfalls within 14 days

•

Keep a record of the starting and finishing times of work, and any unpaid breaks taken, of each employee subject to an annualised
wage arrangement in order to perform the calculations and reconciliations

•

Records must be signed by employees or acknowledged as correct in writing (including by electronic means) each pay period or
roster cycle

Why have the changes been introduced?
It is common practice for employers to pay an overall annual remuneration to award covered employees which is intended to “set-off” and
absorb all modern award monetary entitlements such as minimum wages, overtime rates, penalty rates and loadings that are otherwise
separately payable under an award. Few employers audit these annual salaries on an annual basis to ensure the overall remuneration does
in fact compensate employees for each individual award entitlement that falls due.
The new award obligations introduced by the Fair Work Commission are aimed at ensuring that award covered employees are properly
compensated for the work they perform by ensuring annual remuneration received is adequately calculated and monitored to capture the full
range of monetary benefits applicable under modern awards for the particular work performed.
How to comply?
The first step to ensure compliance is to understand which modern awards apply to your workplace, including the new changes, and whether
employees are currently paid correctly for the work they perform.
Secondly, amendments to employment contracts and adjustments to HR and payroll practices are highly likely to be the most practical and
efficient way to comply with the obligations imposed with effect from 1 March 2020.
Enterprise agreements
The new provisions in the modern awards will set the “base line” for the “better off overall test” in determining if an enterprise agreement
should be approved by the Fair Work Commission and as such, will need to be considered in the context of bargaining for new enterprise
agreements.
Failure to comply
From 1 March 2020, a failure to comply will amount to a breach of a modern award—colloquially referred to by the media as “wage theft”—
and will attract civil penalties under the Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth).
Contributed By Australian Payroll Association
Australian Payroll Association provides support, education, qualifications, consulting and recruitment services for payroll professionals and
employers. Click here to find out more
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By
Peter Thorp

TRANSITION TO MYGOVID OR ELSE!!!!

TIPS TO TRANSITION TO LIFE ON THE OTHER SIDE
email address and secondary password of at least 8 characters.
That is stronger than AUSkey.

The world won’t end on the 28th March and the sun will come up
in the morning, you will still have cornflakes in the pantry and milk in
the fridge and your car will work just like it did on the 27th March;
however you will not have access to Online Services For Agents
(OSFA). That is unless you have already transitioned to myGovID in
which case it will be business as usual for you.
AUSkeys will be dead and buried at the close of business on 27
March 2020. To access OSFA from the 28th March 2020, here
are some useful tips that will see you successfully transition to the
world of myGovID.

Tip#2: Don’t delay: There are lots of agents yet to transition so
it is conceivable that ATO resources may become stretched the
closer you get to 27 March. The good news is that BAS Agents
are generally transitioning well. A recent Bookkeeper Radio poll
concluded that 60% of BAS Agents had already transitioned. On
the same Bookkeeper Radio session Assistant Commissioner Colin
Walker confirmed that only 20% of tax agents had transitioned so
there is still plenty of tax agents to get through the eye of the needle.
Tip#3: Keeping Costs down: myGovID relies on the individual
having Apple IOS 10.0 or Android 7.0 operating systems (or higher)
so there may be difficulties with old phones. A common myth is that
you have to buy new phones and data plans for your team. This is
not the case; cheap mobile phones under $100 are readily available
from most big retailers. The device does not need a SIM Card or
data plan, it simply needs an internet connection; a workplace or
home WIFI connection will suffice. The internet data transmission
cost to verify identity is minimal.
Tip#4: Keep mobile devices on your business premises: If you
have a team working from business premises, consider acquiring
the cheap phones in tip #3 and retaining them on-site. This voids
a few potential problems such as employees losing, damaging or
forgetting mobile devices. It also places a level of security over
remote use. It also guards (in part) against the employee’s mobile
phone security being compromised. If the only HR-sanctioned
access to OSFA is during office hours then there is no need for the
myGovID credential to reside on an employee’s mobile device. This
provides a level of protection for both employer and employee.

Tip#1: Understand the new security: It is a new mobile credential
and identifies a particular user rather than the machine-bound
AUSkey. This means access is permitted to the credentialled user
anywhere, anytime. They do not need to access the computer
that previously held an AUSkey. It makes for more flexible access
and can be a big benefit by allowing more flexible working
arrangements. However it can be a big concern for some as an
employee/contractor can access client records from anywhere
without your knowledge. Technically it is a more secure system as it
combines a number of levels of security including the security of the
mobile device (e.g. passwords, numbers or biometric security such
as thumb or face recognition). It also has the 2FA facet and a user
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Tip#5: AUSkey does not die until 27 March: Transitioning to
RAM and myGovID will not turn off your AUSkey you can continue
to use it for access (as well as your myGovID credential) between
now and 27 March.
Tip#6: Understand the 3 levels of User: There is a hierarchy of
permissions in the new system:
1.

The Principal authority: The highest permission level to act
which is conferred by the ABR

2.

Authorisation administrator: A higher level permission
than standard users (conferred/controlled by the primary

TRANSITION TO MYGOVID OR ELSE!!! CONT...
Authority) which can control access to lower level permissions
3.

Standard/Basic: lower level permissions granted access to government services including OSFA.

Tip#7: Follow the steps to transition smoothly: The ATO have produced a number of documents that set out a logical process to
transition smoothly.
•

Step 1: Establish myGovID credentials for you and your team. You will need to download an app and have two of the necessary
forms of identification specified; see myGovID instructions.

•

Step 2: Check that your Australian Business Register (ABR) information is correct and ensure Principal Authority details are correct.
Amend If required using AUSkey or myGovID.

•

Step 3: Set up Relationship Authorisation Manager (RAM) which is needed to control individual user permissions. Launch RAM with
access provided through your new myGovID credential. First link your business by following the “Linking your business” (the first
step on the RAM landing page).

•

Step 4: Transition/add users: In RAM follow the “View or manage authorisations…”(the second step on the RAM landing page). This
allows you 2 ways to add users that have established their myGovID credential, either: importing existing AUSkeys or adding users
one at a time. In my experience the import feature is problematic and requires editing AUSkey details to match exactly the same as
the details of each user's myGovID. It is probably quicker and less frustrating to add each user one at a time and it also gives you a
chance to review each of the credentials and permission levels. If you are determined to pursue the import feature then go for it. You
will experience less difficulties with either avenue if you have a copy of each of the user’s myGovID credentials to match exactly their
full and correct name including any punctuation. The invited user will be visible on RAM with a status noted as “pending”.

•

Step 5: Users will receive an invitation to accept the access you initiated through RAM. They simply follow the steps in the email
within 7 days. Once the user has completed this step they will appear on RAM with a status of “active”.

Tip#8 Accept help: There is so much help available so don’t be afraid to tap into it if you need help:
•

RAM has plenty of self help and links to guides and “how to”guidance

•

RAM User Guide

•

ATO Support Page myGovID and RAM for tax professionals

•

Bookkeeper Radio Sessions Colin Walker (November 2019 and Feb 2020) – see ABN Members Section – www.austbook.net

•

Tax office Panel with ABA Director Kerrie Jarius

•

Helpline numbers:
•

myGovID & RAM: 1300 287 539

•

Online Services For Agents 137286

Tip#9: Phone a friend if you trade through a trust: The process of RAM activation is not smooth for trading trusts (a problem at the ATO's
end). If you trade through a trust, we suggest you contact the ATO helpline noted above. Feedback from members to date is that they rectify
the issue quite quickly.
Tip#10: Have a coffee or glass of red to celebrate successful transition to the world of myGovID.
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NUTS &

bolts

FBT Time

31 March heralds the end of the 2019/2020 FBT year. Although
the Tax Agent Services Act restricts a BAS Agent’s role in this
area to services that relate to the “collection and recovery” of
FBT. Services that fall within this parameter include:

key DATES
21 March

•

Advising on the due date for FBT returns, including any
penalties that may apply for late lodgement

•

Helping gather information to determine whether a fringe
benefit has been paid by an employer for an employee

•

Assisting with record keeping requirements, including
employee declarations and the recording of odometer
readings at the start and end of the FBT year

•

Appropriate coding of transactions (e.g. coding personal
expenses paid by an employer to an ‘employee benefits
(FBT)’ account in the management accounts)

•

Deal with FBT instalment on Activity Statements.

February monthly Activity Statements - due for
lodgement and payment

27 March
AUSkey replaced by myGovID

31 March
End of the 2019/2020 FBT year

21 April
March monthly Activity Statements - Due for
lodgement payment

30 April
TFN Report (Oct - Dec) due for lodgement - for
closely held trusts for TFN's quoted to trustees
by beneficiaries
To assist the client’s accountant, you may wish to collate/
detail all the instances where a private expense of an employee
has been paid for by the business. If you are responsible for
maintaining the accounting software file (entering in and coding
each transaction undertaken by the business) ensure that the
file is in good order. From an FBT perspective this involves
coding personal expenses paid by the employer to an “employee
benefits (FBT)” account in the management accounts. This will
alert the accountant to the existence of a potential fringe benefit.
Recording the reportable fringe benefits amount (RFBA) of an
employee is also a permitted task for BAS agents. With the
advent of Single Touch Payroll (STP) there are new rules in play.
RFBAs can be reported through STP – however, be mindful that
you only report these amounts if the total taxable value provided
to the employee exceeds $2,000 from 1 April 2019 to 31 March
2020.
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NUTS & bolts CONT
If the RFBAs are reported through STP:
•

You should provide year-to-date RFBA through a pay event (if
the information is available in payroll) throughout the year

•

Once an amount is reported, you should continue to report that
amount in all subsequent pay events, even if the year-to-date amount remains the same.

If an employer cannot or chooses not to report RFBAs via STP, they must provide the information to the employee on a payment
summary, and provide the ATO with a payment summary annual report (which must not contain any amounts reported via STP).

Leave Entitlements Update

As we notified members last year in our Getting Technical
publication, in August 2019 the Full Federal Court handed
down its decision in Mondelez v AMWU which changed
the way leave entitlements are calculated. Contrary to what
was thought to be the case and was widespread practice, a
"day" of leave is not based on an employee's average daily
ordinary hours worked in a week, capped at a maximum of
38 ordinary hours per week (or an average of 7.6 hours per
day). Instead, personal leave accrues in "days" over a year
of service, and a "day" is the portion of a 24-hour period that
would be allotted to work.
In an update on the case, on 13 December the ATO was
granted leave to appeal to the High Court – with the case to
be heard later this year. The Fair Work Commission has also
clarified its position stating that until the Full Federal Court’s
decision is overturned (if at all), then employers should apply
the Court’s new interpretation:
•

Full-time and part-time employees are entitled to 10 working days of paid personal/carer’s leave for each year of employment.

•

The leave must be calculated in working days, not hours. A working day is the portion of a 24 hour period that an employee
would otherwise be working.

•

An employee’s entitlement is expressly based upon time working for the employer and is expressly calculated in days.

•

For every day of personal/carer’s leave taken, an employer deducts a day from the employee’s accrued leave balance. If an
employee takes a part-day of leave, then an equivalent part-day is deducted from the employee’s accrued leave balance.

Super Services

The TPB has recently clarified which superannuation guarantee charge-related services are able to be undertaken by BAS Agents. By
way of background, back in 2016 the definition of BAS service was expanded to include superannuation guarantee-related services as
well as those relating to SG Charge. In fresh guidance, the TBP has now clarified what services this does and does not include:
Permitted

Not Permitted

Advise on SGC liability

Prepare / review / revise with respect to ATO audits, and audit assessments /
default assessments of the SGC

Preparation of SGC statements

Contact the ATO to discuss / obtain details of the SGC account, statement
processing or audit progress / requirements

Advise on best way to complete SGC statements Be a point of contact for SGC purposes and follow up audit checks
(such as advising on whether to use the late payment
offset)
Lodge SGC statements on behalf of clients

Negotiate payment arrangements and penalty remission on superannuation
guarantee accounts

Dispersing of funds via superannuation clearing Access the superannuation guarantee account in online services
houses
Your Australian Bookkeepers Association is aware that some of our members may be offering services which are not yet permitted,
particularly around payment arrangements. We are currently working with the TPB and hope to have a positive outcome soon.
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NUTS & bolts CONT

Small Business Client Support

Hosted by the Small Business and Family Enterprise Ombudsman,
a free web portal is now available to offer support for small
business. My Business Health offers practical information and
resources to assist with the day-to-day issues that keep small
business owners up at night, as well as offering health advice for the stressed business owner. Consider passing this onto your
clients.

Super Changes
Two changes came on stream on 1 January
1.

Salary Sacrifice Cannot Reduce SG Liability

From 1 January 2020, superannuation guarantee (SG) is now payable on ordinary time earnings (OTE) amounts that an employee
has salary sacrificed to superannuation (from 1 January 2020).
Prior to this, salary sacrificed amounts counted towards the 9.5% SG that an employer must pay on an employee’s ordinary time
earnings (OTE). From 1 January 2020, OTE that is sacrificed to superannuation must be added back to the employee’s OTE that has
not been sacrificed. SG is payable on the total of those amounts.
EXAMPLE
Damon is an engineer who for the quarter had $42,000 of ordinary time earnings. This would ordinarily entitle him to SG of $3,990
($42,000 x 9.5%). However, keen to provide for his retirement, he enters into an agreement with his employer to sacrifice $3,000 for
the quarter.
OLD LAW
Under the old law (quarters commencing before 1 January 2020), Damon’s employer could count the $3,000 sacrificed amount as
part of his SG contribution. Therefore, only being required to make a further contribution of $990. This results in an overall quarterly
package of $42,990.
FROM 1 JANUARY 2020
The sacrificed amount of $3,000 cannot be counted towards the employer’s 9.5% SG obligation. The employer must add back the
sacrificed $3,000 to the other OTE that has not been sacrificed. Therefore, SG will be payable on the full $42,000. This results in an
overall package of $45,990.

Because the amendment only applies to sacrificed OTE, sacrificed amounts
which do not constitute OTE will continue to count towards an employer’s 9.5%
SG obligation. Returning to the earlier example, assume instead that Damon
had the same amount of OTE, but this time sacrificed $3,000 of overtime. In
this case, because the sacrificed amount is not OTE, it counts towards the
employer’s 9.5% SG obligation. Consequently, the employer is only required to
contribute an extra $990 in order to meet its quarterly SG obligation.
2.

Super Opt-Out for High Income Earners

From 1 January 2020, certain individuals can elect to opt out of receiving
superannuation guarantee contributions from some of their employers. In doing
so, they can avoid breaching their concessional contributions cap. Individuals
may be eligible to opt out if they:
•

have more than one employer, and

•

expect their employers’ mandated concessional contributions to exceed
their concessional contributions cap for a financial year.

To opt out, individuals must apply to the ATO for an employer exemption
certificate. For more information, see our Getting Technical publication.

Supporting Clients Who Have Been Scammed
Find out what you can do if you have clients who have been the victims of tax fraud and scams. The ATO can help in a number of
ways, such as extending time for a replacement return/Activity Statement, remitting interest, arranging for instalments and more.
Also, here is information you can send to clients who have been impacted.
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WHAT IT MEANS TO TAKE
Reasonable Care

An information sheet has been updated by the Tax Practitioners
Board to assist registered tax agents and BAS agents to understand
their obligations under subsection 30-10(9) of the Tax Agent Services
Act 2009 (TASA) Code of Professional Conduct. – Reasonable Care
to Ascertain a Client’s State of Affairs. The paper covers what the
obligation is under the Code at item 9, consequences for failing to
comply with that item, and practical examples.
In meeting this obligation, it does not require the highest level of
care to be exercised. Rather, you are merely required to act in a
way befitting with how a person – who has the skills, knowledge,
and experience of a BAS Agent – would be expected to act. Where
a statement made by or information supplied by a client seems
credible, it can be accepted without further enquiry. By contrast, if a
statement or information does not seem credible or is inconsistent
with previous statements/information/behaviour, then further
questions must be asked. In making this determination (whether
and how much further enquiry needs to be made) along with the
plausibility of the statement regard would be had to the following
factors:
•

•
•
•

business expenses as a proportion of his turnover are high for the
industry that he works in.
Tia explains to Mitch that the ATO Small Business Benchmarks
show ranges of business expenses to business turnover that can
be used to compare his business to similar businesses in the
tiling services industry. Should Tia lodge the income tax return as
instructed it is more likely that he would come to the attention of the
ATO who will seek additional information to substantiate his income
and expenses.

Tia requested information on how Mitch records cash sales. Mitch
admitted he needs to improve his record keeping, sometimes
he keeps notes of what he was paid that he makes after a job,
The terms of the engagement (for example, if your
engagement letter makes it clear that you have been tasked but there have been times where he has been so tired after he
finishes a job that he might have forgotten. Mitch also advises that
with preparing BAS on the basis of a file prepared by the
he just uses his personal bank account to deposit the cash and
client, you would be entitled to act on the basis of the
pay expenses. Tia advised that it is important for Mitch to keep
information supplied unless there were glaring flaws that
better records going forward. Tia also advises Mitch that he should
would prompt further enquiry)
consider getting a business bank account that is separate from his
The complexity of the transaction
personal account.
Whether there have been new or substantial changes to the Tia works with Mitch to estimate his cash income for the year. After
law
reviewing his bank account records, Mitch also revised the business
The client’s circumstances (i.e inexperienced sole trader with expenses - removing personal expenses included in error.

limited resources, as opposed to a long-standing client that Alternative Scenario – Failure to take reasonable care
has an in-house auditors)
Tia asks clients to provide source records when completing their
• The nature of any pre-existing relationship you have with
lodgment requirements but keeps no written notes of conversations,
client (i.e long-standing client who is making a statement or working papers or records of what was provided and has no
providing information that is consistent with past conduct
checklist to refer to. Due to the practice getting busier, Tia admits
versus new client who you have no history with).
to not asking further questions in relation to the clients’ income and
The new example contained in the Information Sheet provides expenses and doesn’t wait for documents that were not provided
but accepts a verbal account.
a good insight into discharging your obligations:

Example

Terms of engagement
Mitch engages Tia, a registered tax agent, to prepare and lodge his
income tax return for his tiling business.

There are a number of closing observations
Firstly, be particularly cautious with new clients. Until you get to
know them and their practices, it’s recommended that you err on
the side of caution by making further enquiries where necessary.

Second, the steps that you will need to take to satisfy yourself of
a particular statement from, or information provided by, a client
will vary. While Code Item 9 does not require you to audit a client’s
Tia has been operating her tax agent business for the last 5 years.
affairs to independently verify information, anything from asking
She has been building up her client base within her community and
further questions, checking of source documents, comparisons
has new clients coming to her based on referrals. Mitch is a new
with the small business benchmarks, or a review of certain records
client that has asked Tia to prepare his income tax return for the year. around a transaction may be required.
Mitch is a sole trader who is under the GST registration threshold and
The consequences of breaching the code by not taking reasonable
has no employees.
care to ascertain a client’s state of affairs range from a written
Reasonable care steps
caution, an order requiring you to do something (for example,
undertake a course of learning), suspension, or termination in the
Mitch provides some information that indicates his turnover for the
year was $35,000 and his expenses were $25,000. Mitch has been most serious of cases and especially for repeat offenders. Ensure
running his tiling business for 4 years now and says he is kept pretty that reasonable care is taken, and certainly don’t be pressured
by clients into doing something without having made reasonable
busy throughout the year.
enquiry and being satisfied that it is in accordance with the law.
After consulting the ATO Small Business Benchmarks Tia notices
Given the above possible sanctions, you have far more to lose in
tat Mitch’s turnover of $35,000 appears to be low and that Mitch’s
not making further enquiry than in taking the extra time to do so.
Brief description of scenario
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WELL THAT ESCALATED QUICKLY!
Who is De Jonge Reed?
Following the events of September 11, our founder, Hank de Jonge
was facing a company liquidation and looming bankruptcy. He
needed straight, direct advice on how best deal with his personal
assets and finalise the company’s affairs, so he could move forward
and get the best result for his family.
Hank soon learned that this service did not exist. His accountant and
solicitor were not experts, and insolvency practitioners had conflict of
interest issues as they have a fiduciary duty to obtain the best results
for creditors.
Hank understood the enormous emotional strain that comes with
financial problems and founded de Jonge Read; a firm which was
to specialise in guiding clients through the insolvency framework by
“holding their hand” with unrivalled technical and emotional support.
This month’s case study looks at the importance of identifying
warning signs that a cliant may be in trouble and how quickly things
can change. This case involves a situation with the ATO, where
events quickly spun out of the director’s control, and how getting
professional advice quickly can make a massive difference.
Background
We received a call from an accountant who attended an instalment
in our de Jonge Read Seminar Series. The accountant’s client
operated a small transport business through a company, working
almost exclusively delivering goods for a major retailer. The company
owed the ATO around $250,000 and had been honouring an agreed
payment plan. The client had every intention of paying the debt in full.
The payment plan had left the business with no cash buffer which
meant that the director had not been paying himself a decent wage.
Now – a take home here is that this is a clear warning sign. If the
director cannot consistently draw a reasonable wage, there might be
an underlying problem and seeking specialist advice early can often
result in identifying some options.
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Unfortunately, in this case, the director was injured in an accident
and unable to work. A new truck under finance was written off, with
an insurance claim pending. The additional driver’s wage to cover the
director’s absence, and a rental substitute vehicle whilst waiting for
a settlement, effectively left the business unprofitable. The company
could no longer maintain the payment plan to the ATO. The accountant
contacted us on Thursday the 28th of June. A meeting was arranged
for Wednesday the 3rd of July. At that time the director believed that
he was personally liable for the entire tax debt of $250,000.
The Strategy
At the meeting, the client told us there was no way he could pay the
$250,000. We explained to him that the debts of a company stay
with the company, except in certain circumstances such as when a
debt has been personally guaranteed. Another instance can be when
there is unpaid PAYGW or superannuation.

WELL THAT ESCALATED QUICKLY! CONT...
The client then handed us a Director’s Penalty Notice (DPN) he had received on Friday the 28th of June for $80,000. The notice was dated
the 24th of June.
A key take home here is to make sure your clients have the correct residential address noted on ASIC records. This is where DPNs get sent,
not to the address on the tax return. In this case, the client had at least received the notice.
When we reviewed the DPN we found it contained both “non-lockdown” and “lockdown” components, the difference being whether the
PAYGW and superannuation were reported within the prescribed timeframes.
So, the message here is – make sure all PAYGW and superannuation is reported within the required timeframe whether this liability can be
paid at the time or not. This will mean any penalty under a DPN is a “non-lockdown”.
So, how is a non-lockdown DPN extinguished? If the director pays the penalty amount, enters into a payment arrangement with the ATO,
places the company into liquidation, or places the company into administration within 21 days after the date of the notice, the penalty is
remitted. By taking one of these actions the director will not be personally liable for the non-lockdown amount but will remain liable for a
lockdown component. However, if the appropriate action is not taken within 21 days the entire penalty will lockdown and cannot be remitted.
The relevant date is the date of the notice – not the day it is received.
A further take home here is – if your client receives a DPN they need advice. While the intention may be to enter a payment plan with the ATO,
once the notice expires any penalty cannot be remitted in the future.
In this case the director had until the 16th of July, being 21 days after the date of the DPN. The non-lockdown component was $64,000
with the remaining $16,000 unable to be remitted (lockdown). In the case of this client, after reviewing the situation, and given the inability to
continue to trade the business, we recommended that the company be liquidated and that we manage a controlled exit of the business. The
director would then be able to seek paid employment. By acting swiftly, this would reduce the personal liability under the DPN to $16,000.
Time was tight though. We had only met the client on the 3rd of July and the notice expired on the 16th of July. The client engaged our firm
on Thursday the 4th of July.
The Outcome
Our team implemented the business exit strategy quickly and effectively. The company entered liquidation on Friday the 12th of July. Before
we met the client, he believed that he was personally liable for $250,000. After meeting with us to seek assistance and engaging us to
implement a strategy he learnt that his personal liability could be managed to $16,000. What an enormous relief for the director and his family!
Getting advice early is ideal, especially when faced with a significant event like the loss of income or the receipt of a claim or DPN, but even
when it is left to the last minute, getting the right advice and acting promptly will provide a far superior outcome.
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CLOUD UPDATES.
All The Latest From the Software Companies
In our quest to bring you all the latest and greatest news from our
partners in the software houses, we’ve gone straight to the horse’s
mouth and asked each of the major players to provide us with a
quick summary of what’s happening in the ever changing world of
software! Jump in and have a look at all the latest offerings from
software giants MYOB, Quickbooks and Reckon.

Here's what they had to say:

updates by first announcing that the brand’s product delivery
rate would move to a 90-day schedule – resulting in more
updates, sooner.
His keynote address was later followed by live demonstrations
of MYOB Practice and MYOB Essentials, which revealed the
full run of updates due to arrive in 90 and 180 days.
To find out more about the events and key updates click here!

Reckon is doing it's part for small business!

You're invited to Get Connected this March!
Learn how you can drive digital transformation for your practice
and your clients. Get Connected with the Intuit QuickBooks team at
one of our upcoming roadshow events. We’ll showcase products,
smart tools, and features that can help you transition to and run a
thriving practice in the cloud.
Register FREE today!

MYOB INCITE
Over the past 4 weeks we’ve been running our annual INCITE
series.
Throughout the series we’ve been showcasing The Connected
Practice and how in 2020 it comes to life with upgrades to user
interfaces, more features and even simpler workflows.
MYOB CEO, Greg Ellis, sparked excitement regarding product
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Reckon is exited to launch Reckon Ecommerce, our new small
business ecommerce platform that will also include a direct
integration option to Reckon One. Reckon Ecommerce will
have everything you need to start, scale and manage your
online business – all in one, simple and powerful platform. To
learn more visit our Website

MISTAKE
Money
Introducing XBert: Using AI to find “Mistake
Money”

credit on their account for a long time.

Anomalies, errors in your client’s bookkeeping and even typos can
be time-consuming to find and fix and cost your clients money.
That's mistake money. You may not know they're in your data,
but mistakes can impact the cash flow, compliance and success
of your clients' businesses. Whether due to a typo, an accidental
slip, someone else's honest mistake or less-than-honest action,
it makes sense to be on the lookout for mistake money. XBert
was founded by two principals determined to stamp out mistake
money, help ensure data integrity, improve compliance, and turn
mistakes back into money for your clients.

Creating duplicate invoices inflates your client's forecasted
income, and they may make purchases based on those inflated
figures. Customers can get annoyed and lose confidence in your
client. Also, you could waste time chasing money that's not owed.

Types of mistake money

Account coding errors

Mistake money is money lost, or about to be lost, due to avoidable
bookkeeping mistakes that become financial risks for your clients.
Those errors impact reporting, and you won't have the real picture
of your clients' business health.

Coding a transaction incorrectly or allocating it to the wrong
account affects reporting. Your client could pay more tax than they
should, submit inaccurate GST claims or miss out on valuable tax
deductions.

There are several types of mistake money. Your clients could enter
transaction details incorrectly, allocate a transaction to the wrong
account, accidentally raise a duplicate bill or invoice, or create
more than one record for a contact.

Meet XBert

Your information comes from business owners whose lack of
expertise, sometimes questionable record-keeping, and hurried,
infrequent bookkeeping can cause you further problems. Dealing
with hundreds of transactions and entries across multiple clients,
it's no surprise that mistakes can happen.
If you can't identify some risks early enough, your client could
become the victim of fraud.

GST payments

Duplicate invoices

Duplicate contacts
Duplicate contact records or records with inaccurate or incomplete
information can lead to payment delays if invoices get sent to the
wrong person or wrong address.

XBert was founded by Troy Brown and Aaron Wittman, both the
victims of mistake money. Their experience built a steely resolve to
ensure it did not happen to others and built the company XBert.
XBert uses AI to highlight possible errors and run some business
analytics and reporting over the client’s financial data.
XBert is a useful tool to run over your client’s file to provide peace
of mind. It is also a useful tool to run over a prospective client’s file
(including rescue jobs) to identify posting issues and assist with
pricing and quoting.
If you would like to connect with XBert please visit the website
https://www.xbert.io/

Businesses can change their GST registration status at any time.
If you're unaware of the change, your client could continue to pay
GST unnecessarily and can't claim that money as an input credit.
Alternatively, GST might not be paid when it should, and your
client could end up with a tax debt or fine.

If you would like to avail yourself of an obligation free discovery
session you can book here.

Incorrect or invalid ABNs

XBert Director/Founder

Without a valid ABN, you can't check the GST registration of
a supplier or confirm they're whom they claim to be. The ABN
and business name should match the record on the Australian
Business Register (ABR).

Unregistered and cancelled businesses
A business can cancel their registration at any time, and there are
much higher risks if your client continues trading with unregistered
or cancelled businesses.

Duplicate bills
A business could receive a duplicate bill from a supplier or raise a
duplicate bill for payment. Perhaps a creditor was paid twice and
didn't notice. If they did notice, your client may not get a refund or
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For an exclusive ABN member offer click here.
Troy Brown

FIVE MINUTES WITH...

Md Shajahan
BUSINESS NAME
A2Z Accountants Pty Ltd
LOCATION
Hobart, Tasmania
PROUD ABN MEMBER SINCE
2018
FAVOURITE ABN SERVICE & WHY
ABN BAS

Friendly service and Dedication in any emergency issue. On time
response and much more.

Let’s start with a personal introduction—tell us a bit about
yourself.

How did you find ABN to deal with during what must have
been an incredibly stressful time?

In 2008 I completed my MBA from University of Dhaka
(Bangladesh) and worked for more than five years as a finance
manager. In 2013, I came to Australia and studied at the University
of Tasmania completing my masters in professional accounting.

The last four months were very stressful for me, but I never felt
lost. ABN BAS was always with me, giving me regular updates on
the status of my application as well as helping me to stay positive
during a stressful situation.

How did you get started in the bookkeeping industry?

Do you have a message you would like to share with other
Bookkeepers who are looking to become BAS agents?

Actually, I wanted to become a tax agent. I started work with a
CPA firm in Brisbane and after one year of work I realised that it is
not the right way for me to get an independent registration. After
searching many options, I found that ABN BAS is the right choice.
They provide guideline as well as a pathway to gaining relevant
experience in order to become a registered BAS agent. On the 3rd
of February 2020 I became a registered BAS agent with the help
of ABN BAS. This service helped me tremendously and I believe I
am on the right track to continue my development and become a
registered tax agent.
Tell us about your bookkeeping practice. What services do
you offer, what is the industry like in your area, etc.
I provide service under my company A2Z Accountants Pty Ltd
under the supervision of ABN BAS. I am just starting out and
focusing mainly on servicing businesses in the IT and Taxi Cab
industries. But I have the goal of gaining clients in the retail sector
as well.
You’re a regular user of the ABN BAS program, how do you
find the service?
I believe the ABN BAS program is a fantastic service for all
bookkeepers (beginner as well as experienced). ABN BAS keeps
us up to date with all amendments to laws and regulations and as
well as providing all the necessary information to complete the BAS
process.
You recently ran into some issues with your BAS registration,
how did ABN help to get your registration approved?
I received fantastic support from ABN and they did everything for
me to get it done. I cannot thank ABN and their team enough! ABN
BAS especially Leanne Lewis and my supervisor Darren Hagarty
were a tremendous help. I am extremely grateful to both of you and
I will remember your enormous effort for the rest of my life.
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I would like to invite all the bookkeepers to explore the service of
ABN BAS. I am extremely happy with ABN BAS and I believe they
are making everything easier for bookkeepers who are just starting
out as well as those who have been in the industry for quite some
time. ABN BAS keeps us on track with all the updated laws and
regulations.
What is your favorite ABN resource and why?
The ABN BAS website is full of fantastic resources. Especially all
the forms and letters which are very important. All the updates keep
me up to date and it is very easy to understand.

